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Fractions flash cards help children learn to identify and understand basic fractions from 1/1 to 9/9. Clear
illustrations help build meaning as well as make for easy comparison. Bonus cards teach the relationships
between basic mathematical symbols such as + and -.
Recipient of Creative Child Magazine's 2018 Preferred Choice Award and 2018 Travel Fun of the Year Award, the
My Take-Along Tablet: Printing Activity Pad is an expert-tested, trusted resource for learning engagement. The
My Take-Along Tablet: Printing for ages 5+ helps children learn how to print through tracing and writing letters
and sentences. Designed to keep kids entertained, this early learning education resource is filled with colorful
activity pages. Learning how to print can be done anywhere with My Take-Along Tablet: Printing! Packed with
fun ways to learn, this children’s handwriting book reinforces letter formation with colorful activities for tracing
and writing. My Take-Along Tablet: Printing is the perfect resource to give children the head start they need to
develop strong printing skills. From early math and language arts to mazes and doodles, My Take-Along Tablets
help children improve a variety of skills in engaging ways. These Brighter Child(R) activity books are filled with
colorful pages and captivating activities to keep kids focused while they develop fundamental skills.
Children can become fantastic at fractions, dazzling with decimals and perfect at percentages with this
entertaining activity book. Finish the fractions robots, colour in shares of an ice-cream cake, find your way out
of a decimal maze - and much more. With quick quizzes to help check progress, and all the answers at the back
of the book.
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success
overturns conventional wisdom about genius to show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme
overachiever. Why do some people achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so far out of the ordinary? In
this provocative and inspiring book, Malcolm Gladwell looks at everyone from rock stars to professional athletes,
software billionaires to scientific geniuses, to show that the story of success is far more surprising, and far more
fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He reveals that it's as much about where we're from and what
we do, as who we are - and that no one, not even a genius, ever makes it alone. Outliers will change the way you
think about your own life story, and about what makes us all unique. 'Gladwell is not only a brilliant storyteller;
he can see what those stories tell us, the lessons they contain' Guardian 'Malcolm Gladwell is a global
phenomenon ... he has a genius for making everything he writes seem like an impossible adventure' Observer
'He is the best kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like you're a genius, rather than he's a genius' The
Times
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Numbers 0-100 Flash Cards
Fourth Grade Math Flashcards
Outliers
Quilt Math
2nd Grade Spelling Flashcards
The Rainbow Word series takes the 500 most common words in the English language (similar to Fry and Dolch
words) and groups them into different levels, based on difficulty, for easier learning by students. The levels are
red (easiest), orange, yellow, green, blue and purple (most difficult). Students experience success by mastering
the easier words first, and working their way up through longer words with non-phonetic spellings. In addition,
there are five different groups of 100 words. The first 100 are for beginning readers in kindergarten. The next
level is appropriate to first grade readers. The third set of 100 words is mid/late first grade and the fourth set is
for beginning second grade, etc. Of course, any student, including kindergarten students, could master all 500
words with this program.
Featuring 54 cards with two division problems each, their answers on the opposite side. Bright, bold numbers
are placed on a white background for easy reading, and a special card also offers creative game ideas designed
to reinforce learning.
Basic math skills are critical for early success in elementary school and beyond. These brand new flashcards
provide plenty of math practice and are designed to help children catch up, keep up, and get ahead--and best of
all, to have fun doing it! The box contains 230 flashcards with colorful illustrations, plus 10 blank cards that
children can illustrate themselves.
These brand new flashcards provide plenty of practice with problem solving and key math concepts and are
designed to help children catch up, keep up, and get ahead--and best of all, to have fun doing it! The box
contains 230 flashcards with instructional content and colorful visuals, plus 10 blank cards that children can
customize themselves with topics they need to review.
500 Rainbow Words
Addition 0-12
Phonics
Fractions and Decimals Activity Book
Addition 0 to 12
The fun, engaging program that will help your child master the subtraction facts once and for all—without spending hours
and hours drilling flash cards! Subtraction Facts That Stick will guide you, step-by- step, as you teach your child to
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understand and memorize the subtraction facts, from 1 - 1 through 9 - 9. Hands-on activities, fun games your child will
love, and simple practice pages help young students remember the subtraction facts for good. In 15 minutes per day
(perfect for after school, or as a supplement to a homeschool math curriculum) your child will master the subtraction
facts, gain a greater understanding of how math works, and develop greater confidence, in just six weeks! Mastery of the
math facts is the foundation for all future math learning. Lay that foundation now, and make it solid, with Subtraction
Facts That Stick!
Cards are used to help your child learn numbers, counting, addition, and subtraction.
Cards feature full-color illustrations of objects that are examples of hard and soft consonants, long and short vowels,
and initial blends.
Colorful illustrations-Fun-to-do activities-Extra practice with basic skills-Skills review
Alphabet Flash Cards
Decimals & Fractions
Billy and Blaze
Fractions
Brighter Child(R) Early Learning Flash Cards provide children with a full-range of early basic
skills practice. This sturdy storage box contains six decks organized by tabs for quick and easy
access. The decks include alphabet, colors and shapes, first words, numbers, phonics, and sight
words. The cards also feature answers on the back so children can check their answers.
Splitting things in half may seem like an easy thing to do, but when two siblings and a pizza
are involved, things can get messy. Children learn about fractions at school but fractions are
also an important part of everyday life outside the classroom.In this riotous book, Stuart J.
Murphy and G. Brian Karas introduce the simplest of fractions, 1/2.
Two addition problems, plus the answers, on every card.
INDUSTRIAL MOTOR CONTROL 7E is an integral part of any electrician training. Comprehensive and
up to date, this book provides crucial information on basic relay control systems, programmable
logic controllers, and solid state devices commonly found in an industrial setting. Written by a
highly qualified and respected author, you will find easy-to-follow instructions and essential
information on controlling industrial motors and commonly used devices in contemporary industry.
INDUSTRIAL MOTOR CONTROL 7E successfully bridges the gap between industrial maintenance and
instrumentation, giving you a fundamental understanding of the operation of variable frequency
drives, solid state relays, and other applications that employ electronic devices. Important
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Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Story of Success
A Beginning Fractions Book
Brighter Child® English, Grade 1
Brighter Child Math Flash Cards
Kindergarten Math Flashcards

Let's Leap Ahead flash cards help students learn numbers from 0 to 100. Kids learn best
with materials they find fun and exciting, and our smartphone design is specially crafted
to get kids excited about learning. The rounded top edge allows for easy sorting. The
flash cards package includes a gift card so students can continue learning with School
Apps, the most complete, fun, and educational apps in iTunes. Instructional Cards with
games and strategies provide additional opportunities for practice.
Featuring 54 cards with full-color illustrations that help build meaning as well as help
children make comparisons; these cards cover basic fraction facts from 1/1 to 9/9. Bonus
cards that teach basic mathematical symbols (+, -, =) and a special card featuring
creative games designed to reinforce learning are also included.
This workbook is designed to reinforced math skills learned in the fourth grade with
short drills and fun games.
Give kids the repeated skills practice they need with this big collection of 100 activity
pages. First kids solve math problems and then ?color by number” to create bright and
bold quilt-square designs. Covers place value, multi-digit addition and subtraction (with
and without regrouping), multi-digit multiplication and division, operations with
fractions and decimals, and more.
Industrial Motor Control
Daily Learning Drills, Grade 4
My Take-Along Tablet Printing
How to Help Your Child at Primary School: From First Days to Phonics and Fractions
Sight Word Flash Cards
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HELP YOUR CHILD SUCCEED WITH SPELLING! Colorful illustrations and exciting words make these spelling flashcards fun for any
kid! We've selected 230 words to help your child develop skills in phonics and spelling, and included 10 more blank cards so
your child can add personal words like family names or favorite foods. Plus, you can keep track of which words your child has
learned with the color-coded meter on the side of this box. Once your child feels comfortable with a card, flip it upside down,
move it to the back of the box behind the divider, and watch your child's reading skillset grow!
This math workbook from the Dr. Pi Squared Math Workbooks series aims to teach what a fraction is and help kids visualize
fractions. It is designed for kids who are just learning about fractions. The problems consist of colorful pictures from which kids
are to determine fractions. The book begins with circles cut into pie slices, from halves to twelfths. The students need to
determine what fraction of each pie is blue, yellow, and red. For example, if a pie is divided into fourths, two of which are blue,
one yellow, and the other red, the student would answer one-half, one-fourth, and one-fourth. After ample practice with pie
slices, the workbook moves onto triangles, squares, and hexagons. A couple of pages include groups of circles where kids need
to determine fractions greater than one ‒ for example, two and a half circles might be colored green. Other visual fraction
problems include rectangles, smiley faces, arrows, letters, and numbers. Toward the end of the workbook, some questions ask
about more than just colors ‒ like what fraction of the arrows point up, or what fraction of the letters are vowels. Answers are
nicely organized by page number in the back of the book to allow students, parents, or teachers to quickly check the answers.
There is ample workspace for students to write large answers and still fit their solutions comfortably into the space provided.
The problems appear in a large font size, since students usually write larger than standard textbook fonts. High-quality,
durable, bright paper is used (instead of standard workbook paper, which often tears easily and appears dull in color).
Adding Fractions Visually Colouring Workbook Colouring, shading and tracing thousands of fraction shapes, fraction names
and decimal fractions. Visual addition of fractions using basic shapes and fraction association. Excellent introductions to
fractions, equivalent fractions etc. Compares fractions, decimals and percentages. Shape, proper fraction, name and decimal of
every fraction - from nothing to whole! Quick quizzes to check learner's understanding and progress. Easy language and plenty
of illustrations; visual fractions, sums and simple maths vocabulary. Step-by-step tutorial on adding fractions with same and
different denominators. Superb instructions on finding Lowest Common Multiple (LCM). Creating your own fraction additions
to colour, shade and trace. Available as; Colouring workbook (this): Adding Fractions Visually: Colouring Workbook. Paperback:
Adding Fractions Visually Third Edition. Colour paperback: Adding Fractions Visually Third Edition Colour.
https://www.amazon.com/Eng-S-Jama/e/B007YKU7F2 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Eng-S-Jama/e/B007YKU7F2
https://fractionsvisually.com/contact
Have you ever noticed that we tend to compartmentalize when teaching our children? In real life, there aren t artificial
barriers between subjects. For example, when you are cooking or baking, you have to use the skills of reading, logical
thinking, and measuring, just to name a few. In driving a car, you see and read road signs, read maps, and count miles. It has
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become quite clear that there is an abundance of math curriculums available that are nothing but monotonous drill sheets
dressed up in pretty colors. Pretty colors do not make a living book. Content, story, and the ability to show math in real life
make a living math book. Math Level 1: Teach math lessons through the creative means of a life storyProvides a link for the
downloadable answer keyHas a scope and sequence that contains learning numbers 0 to 100, circles and patterns, counting
and addition, days of the week, and telling time. This book was written to be used by you and your young student together. It is
the story of a twin brother and sister, Charlie and Charlotte, who are visiting their grandparents farm. They soon learn that
the farm is full of learning opportunities! As you read their story, your students will be drawn into the adventure along with the
twins. They will learn about numbers, shapes, place value, adding, and subtracting. They will also learn about gardening, baby
animals on the farm, nature, and the love of family. They will hear exciting stories from Grandpa and Grandma, and they will be
invited to join the twins on their living math adventures. We hope you have a grand time on this adventure!
Flash Forward Math
Brighter Child® Math, Grade 2
Brighter Child Early Learning Flash Cards
Rime Magic
Division 0 to 12
The first book in the classic, beloved Billy and Blaze series, from renowned author C.W. Anderson. Billy was a little boy who “loved horses more
than anything else in the world.” Imagine how happy he was when he got his very own pony for his birthday! From that day on, Billy was seldom
seen without his new friend, Blaze. Riding through fields and woods, Billy and Blaze learned to trust and understand one another—and to jump over
fences and fallen trees with ease. They were a great team, but were they good enough to win the gleaming silver cup at the Mason Horse Show? This is
the first book in the classic Billy and Blaze series. Sensitive drawings and easy-to-read words capture the warmth and gentle understanding between a
boy and his horse.
HELP YOUR CHILD VANQUISH VOCABULARY! We've selected 230 words to help your child expand their vocabulary and enhance their
school and reading success. With words and a contextual sentence on the front, and definitions, pronunciation, and syllable breaks on the back, our
Sylvan flashcards make learning easy and fun. We've also included 10 blank cards kids can use for new or personalized vocabulary. Plus, it's easy to
keep track of which words your child has learned with the color-coded meter on the side of this box. Once your child feels comfortable with a card,
flip it upside down, move it to the back of the box behind the divider, and watch your child's vocabulary grow!
Daily Learning Drills provides complete daily practice for essential fourth grade skills. Topics include word roots, finding the main idea, using
pronouns, multiplication and division, fractions, nonfiction reading, world history, and many more. Daily Learning Drills provides complete daily
practice for essential school skills. Learning activities support the Common Core State Standards and cover English language arts and reading, math,
science, and social studies. A review section reinforces skills for each subject area. With Daily Learning Drills, students will find the skills and practice
they need for school success.
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Help students get a firm grasp of time and money concepts while having fun! Each booklet offers plenty of math practice, and includes enrichment
activities for parents and children.
Math Lessons for a Living Education Level 1
Visual Fractions
Grade 4
Fractions Fact Cards
Time and Money-Grade 1

Brighter Child(R) English & Grammar for Grade 3 helps students master language arts
skills. Practice is included for nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, punctuation, and
more. School success starts here! Workbooks in the popular Brighter Child(R) series are
packed with plenty of fun activities that teach a variety of essential school skills.
Students will find help for math, English and grammar, handwriting, and other important
subject areas. Each book contains full-color practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions,
and an answer key.
Brighter Child(R) Math Flash Cards provide children with a full-range of math practice.
This sturdy storage box contains six decks organized by tabs for quick and easy access.
The decks include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, and time
and money. The cards also feature answers on the back so children can check their
answers.
Why would Digital Age kids benefit from using flash cards? Because they offer a fun,
fast, easy, time-tested way to memorise new information and apply important concepts.
School Zone flash cards, in several unique formats, offer big learning power packed with
near-endless possibilities.
Second Grade Math Flashcards
Subtraction Facts that Stick: Help Your Child Master the Subtraction Facts for Good in
Just Eight Weeks (Facts That Stick)
Phonics-Powered Prevention and Intervention for All Students
A Boy and His Pony
3rd Grade Vocabulary Flashcards
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